
Backlight Function Instructions 
 

Rantopad MXX RGB Mechanical Gaming Keyboard has made it possible for users to set and               

combine lighting effects more conveniently. The Rantopad MXX RGB Mechanical Gaming Keyboard            

backlight and key light can be adjusted separately as well as be activated simultaneously. 

 

Backlight : Activation of all keys without operation, e.g. wave, breath etc. 

 

Key Light: Only shown when any key is pressed, e.g. lights up, ripple. Key light will be on while backlight is on                      

when any key is pressed. 

 

Without a driver the Rantopad MXX RGB will have 136 kinds of lighting effects by different                

combinations of the preset, 9 kinds of RGB backlight modes (including off), 9 kinds of single color                 

backlight modes (including off), and 8 kinds of key light modes (including off). In single color                

backlight mode, 729 colors are available to be adjusted. Brightness and speed of backlight and key                

light can be adjusted separately. 

 

With the driver installed each key can be set to 16.8 million colors on both backlight and key light                   

modes. EQ mode is also available once installed where the keyboard backlight can shine like an                

equalizer, together with the rhythm of the music or movie being played. With the driver the                

following driver-free light will be inactive and can only be set with the driver. You can save a                  

manifest file to the memory of the MXX RGB so that the functions set in the driver can be activated                    

driver-free the next time the MXX is activated. (Note: Only light settings and customized key               

settings can be saved; micro saving is not available and EQ mode is only available with the driver is                   

activated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Driver-free light effect operation manual 
 

Press and hold FN, all keys with FN functions will light up in white. 

FN+PRINT SCREEN, closes all backlight or opens all backlight and sets back to previous mode, speed                

and brightness. 

 

Key light: 
FN+F12 switches light mode for key lights 

 

FN+PAGE UP Adjusts the lighting speed of the key light. With 5 levels in total, each press will add                   

one level and will reset to minimum when activated again after the maximum setting. Factory               

setting is set to maximum level. 

 

FN+HOME/END Adjusts key light brightness. Press and hold to increase or decrease brightness with              

21 levels in total (including off). Factory setting is set to maximum with minimum level being no                 

light/off  

 

Light effect modes for key lights 

 
No. Name Description 

1 Changover 
Press any key, then its color will change to a random color and             

change to the backlight color gradually when you release (if          

backlight is black, the light will turn off gradually). 

2 Grid 
Press any key, then the key pressed and the surrounding keys will            

turn off. When you release, they will change to their backlight colors            

gradually. 

3 Ripple 
Press any key, a random color will turn on and spread around from             

the pressed key. 
4 Expansion Press any key, a random color will be on and spread in same row. 

5 Tri-Expansion 
Press any key, a random color will be on and spread out in the 3               

surrounding rows. 

6 Contraction 
Press any key, a random color will be on and shrink from outer keys              

to the center in the same row. 

7 Tri-Contraction 
Press any key, a random color will be on and shrink from outer to              

center in the 3 rows around. 

8 Off Turn off key light. 

 

 

 

 



Backlight: 
 

FN+F10 choose an RGB backlight/single color backlight as backlight 

 

FN+F11 switch light effect mode of backlight 

 

FN+PAUSE stop/start dynamic light effect of backlight (to set current backlight color) 

 

FN+PAGE DN Adjusts the lighting speed of the backlight. With 5 levels in total, each press will add                  

one level and will reset to minimum when activated again after the maximum setting. Factory               

setting is set to maximum level. 

 

FN+INSERT/DELETE, adjust backlight brightness. Press and hold will increase or decrease brightness.            

There are 21 levels in total (including off). Factory setting is set to maximum with minimum level                 

being off.  

 

Light effect mode details of RGB backlight  
 

No. Name Description 

1 
RGB H 
Wave 

RGB color wave from left to right 

2 
RGB V 
Wave 

RGB color wave from top to bottom 

3 
RGB 

Breath 
Random RGB color breath 

4 Spectrum Random RGB color turn on and cycle like spectrum 

5 
RGB 

Starlight 
Random RGB color, random time and random effect turn on 

6 RGB Scan 
Random RGB color scan from left to right, then from right to left and 

cycle 
7 Bubble Random RGB color spread out from two points  

8 Mixture 
Two random colors moves from two sides to the other and two colors 

will fade and mix when met. After 3-4 routines, colors vanish from 

middle to side and cycle like this. 
9 off Turn off RGB backlight 

 

 

 

 

 



Light Effect Mode details for Single Color RGB 
 

No. Name Description 

1 
Single Color  
H Wave 

Single color wave from left to right 

2 
Single Color  
V Wave 

Single color wave from top to bottom 

3 
Single Color  
Breath 

Single color breath 

4 
Single Color  
On 

Single color on 

5 Starlight Random light time and random single starlight effect on 
6 Scan Single color scan from left to right, then from right to left and cycle 
7 Fireworks 3 single color light circles spread like fireworks 
8 Explosion A single color horizontal laser and a vertical one, explode when met 
9 off Turn off single color backlight 

 

 

Single color backlight color setting method 
 

In single color backlight, press FN+↑to enter single color backlight setting, keyboard light off and               

all instruction lights（C, S,G) will shine continually.  

 

Press and hold FN, ↑ will be white, ← will be red, ↓ will be green and → will be blue. Only these                       

four keys are the only ones able to function in single color backlight. Other keys will be able to                   

function when exiting single color backlight setting mode.  

 

Press FN+← to adjust red brightness of backlight “R”. 9 levels in total (including no light), each                 

press will add one level and minimum level will be activated after maximum level. 

 

 

Press FN+↓to adjust green brightness of backlight “G”. 9 levels in total (including no light), each                

press will add one level and minimum level will be activated after maximum level. 

 

Press FN+→ to adjust blue brightness of backlight “B”. 9 levels in total (including no light), each                 

press will add one level and minimum level will be activated after maximum level. 

 

While adjusting brightness of R, G, B, (the three original colors), the color shown is the combined                 

color of the three original color brightness. E.g. the color will be white when three colors are                 

adjusted to maximum level. When finished with the adjustment, press FN+↑to exit single color              

backlight setting mode and all instruction lights (R, G, B) will turn back to normal. 


